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Subject: Call From Glenn's Office

Body:

E-Sebatian O'Kelly from Senator Glenn's Office called me about a videotape on the RFK assassination that he 

wanted to share with us. It is apparently from England and has some remote references to the JFK 

assassination. I told him to send it to your attention. We have to return it after viewing it. It is most likely of no 

relevance to our work, but I had to say we would look at it because Brian Dettelbach, from Glenn's staff, is 

helping us on the extension and he is the one who suggested that O'Kelly call me. So, you should look for the 

tape in the mail soon.One problem with viewing the tape: apparently, it is on some code or VHS format used 

in England. As a result, O'Kelly said that to play it on a VCR, a copy would have to be dubbed. Once you receive 

the tape, I thought you could ask Dave Montague to talk to his contacts at the Archives to see if they have the 

capabilities to go from this British format to our VHS format. I had never heard of this format difference so I 

cannot give you more information. Another possibility, if it wasn't too much money, is to ask the private 

vendor who dubbed the Veazey and Powers tapes how much it would cost us to convert a tape from "British 

format" to "US format." If it is too much, we just have to tell O'Kelly it was too expensive to copy. I'd say don't 

bother with any of this, except I know O'Kelly is going to ask me what we thought of the tape and if I said we 

didn't watch it or try to get it dubbed he'll tell Dettelbach on me!!!!!!! So, bottom line: see what you can do 

when you have a chance. Thanks.T
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